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OUTREMER 33

Features

Line : Outre Mer

Model : OM 33

Hull length : 10.10 m

Waterline length : 9.07 m

Beam width : 3.02 m

Draft : 1.20 m

Lightcraft displacement : 6 t

Ballast : 1,8

Rudder(s) : 1

Category : A (Offshore)

Upwind sail area : 56 m²

Cabin(s) : 2 doubles

Berth(s) : 4/6

Head(s) : 1

Engine(s) : Nanni diesel N4.38 SD 37.5hp
@3000rpm

Architect(s) : Michel Joubert / Nivelt

60 years of experience in shipbuilding.
More than 400 boats, many of which have sailed around the world in all seas and

oceans.
Resistant, comfortable, safe boats that stand the test of time.

META YACHTS presents the OutreMer 33

Personality

The OutreMer 33 is a Joubert-Nivelt design created with the idea of making no
compromise in terms of behavior and safety at sea. The hull is agile and smooth at all
points of sail and the displacement is optimal for long distance travel. The maneuvers
are easy thanks to the modern and efficient rigging. This yacht is designed to
demonstrate excellent performance under power and sail. Its drastic simplicity
guarantees the minimum of possible maintenance. At the safety level, the oversizing is
systematic (active and passive safety). The Outremer 33 is a simple sailboat, effective
both in coastal cruising and on the high seas, the choice is yours!

Layout

The sailboat, simple to the extreme, does not deny comfort for all that, the deckhouse
is modern and very well lit. The vast rear cockpit allows to welcome comfortably
visitors. Inside, we can easily welcome between 4 and 6 people in bed, while keeping
room for a comfortable kitchen and a shower room at the back.
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Your META

The possibility of a custom design is very important to META YACHTS. None of our
designs are set in stone. META YACHTS is open to suggestions and offers the
possibility of custom layouts. A META boat is above all a boat that looks like you! The
META YACHTS design office is at your disposal to discuss your ideas and needs in
order to create a unique boat, at your height.

You can find the rest of the range on the yachts page:
https://meta-yachts.com/realisations/

About us

Do you want to hear about the experiences of META owners? Explore the owners'
blogs!

https://meta-yachts.com/adventurers/

http://voilevoyagevisages.fr/wordpress/?page_id=300
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